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1. NAME AND QUALIFICATIONS 
1. My name is Paul Shipp and I am a Director of Urban Enterprise Pty Ltd, of Level 1, 302-304 

Barkly Street, Brunswick. 

2. Urban Enterprise is a firm of urban planners, urban economists and tourism planners. The 
firm has 32 years experience providing consultancy services to all levels of Government and 
a wide range of private sector organisations in Victoria and in other States of Australia. 

3. I am a qualified urban planner and economist with 16 years experience and specialise in 
the field of development contributions. 

4. I have been involved in the preparation and review of many Development Contributions 
Plans, Infrastructure Contributions Plans and public open space contributions for Councils 
and developers across Melbourne and regional Victoria. 

5. I regularly appear as an expert witness in respect of development contributions at Planning 
Panel and Advisory Committee hearings. 

6. My educational qualifications and memberships of professional associations include: 

 Bachelor of Urban Planning and Development, University of Melbourne; 
 Master of Commerce, RMIT University; 
 Member and Registered Planner (RPIA), Planning Institute of Australia; and 
 Member, Victorian Planning and Environmental Law Association. 
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2. ENGAGEMENT 

2.1. INSTRUCTIONS 

7. I have been instructed by Maddocks to prepare an expert evidence statement to present at 
the Advisory Committee hearing in relation to this matter on behalf of the City of Melbourne 
(Council). 

8. My instructions are as follows: 

With a focus on the issues associated with development contributions, review the documents in 
the briefing folder, including but not limited to:  

- Draft Amendment C407 planning package as exhibited; 

- Background / technical reports to Draft Amendment C407; 

- Council’s submission of October 2021 and other submissions. 

Provide us with a written preliminary opinion on Draft Amendment C407, including commentary on 
the issued raised in Council’s submission relating to your area of expertise. 

9. I was not involved in the preparation of the Arden Draft Development Contributions Plan or 
any other document exhibited with Draft Amendment C407. 

10. I note that Urban Enterprise is currently assisting the City of Melbourne to prepare the 
Development Contributions Plan for the neighbouring Macaulay Precinct. The DCP is yet to 
be finalised and its preparation will, at least to some extent, need to have regard to the final 
content of the DCP for the Arden Precinct. 

2.2. INFORMATION REVIEWED 

11. I have reviewed the following documents in preparing my statement: 

 Draft Amendment C407melb to the Melbourne Planning Scheme (Draft Amendment 
C407) 

 Arden Structure Plan, VPA, August 2021 (Arden Structure Plan) 
 Arden Background Report, VPA (Background Report) 
 Arden Precinct Draft Development Contributions Plan, VPA, August 20201 (Exhibited 

DCP) 
 Council’s submission to draft Amendment C407 - October 2021 (Council submission) 
 Technical documents supporting the Exhibited DCP: 

 Flood Management Strategy (Engeny – August 2021) (Flood Strategy) 
 Active Transport Investigation (AECOM – August 2020)  
 Transport Capacity Study (GTA – August 2021)  
 Community Infrastructure Needs Assessment (ASR – August 2021)  
 Indicative Cost Plan Report (Turner & Townsend – April 2021)  
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 Infrastructure Design & Costing Report (GHD – July 2021)  
 Arden Community Infrastructure Buildings, Indicative Cost Plan Report (Turner & 

Townsend 2021) 
 Arden Transport Precinct – Public Spaces Design and Costing Report (GHD 2021). 

 Documents prepared by Mesh Planning, including:  
 Arden Development Contributions Plan - Peer Review, Mesh, September 2021 

(Mesh Peer Review); and 
 Memorandum from Mesh to VPA, dated 14 September 2021; 

 The VPA Part A Submission and the appended Part A Development Contributions Plan 
(the Part A DCP); 

 DCP Guidelines, Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, 2007; 
 Ministerial Direction on the Preparation and Content of Development Contributions 

Plans (11 October 2016); and 
 Planning and Environment Act 1987. 
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3. DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS FRAMEWORK 

3.1. OVERVIEW 

12. In this section I provide a summary of the key elements of each funding mechanism within 
the development contributions framework. 

13. The statutory framework for the preparation of Development Contributions Plans (DCP) in 
Victoria consists of: 

 The Planning and Environment Act 1987; and 

 The Ministerial Direction on the Preparation and Content of Development Contributions 
Plans. 

14. The statutory documents are supported by a set of DCP Guidelines which, although not 
having statutory weight, provide guidance for the preparation of DCPs. 

15. In addition to DCPs, other forms of development contributions can be levied, including: 

 Public open space contributions through Clause 53.01 of the Planning Scheme or the 
Subdivision Act 1988; and 

 Drainage charges levied by Melbourne Water. 

3.2. DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS PLANS 

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 

16. Part 3B of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 outlines the statutory provisions relating 
to development contributions. In summary, Part 3B provides for, amongst other things: 

 The inclusion of a DCP in the planning scheme, for the purpose of levying contributions 
for the provision of works, services and facilities (section 46I); 

 The opportunity to impose a Development Infrastructure Levy, Community 
Infrastructure Levy or both (section 46J); 

 The contents required of a DCP (section 46K); 

 The setting of limits in respect of a Community Infrastructure Levy. In the case of the 
construction of a dwelling, the Community Infrastructure Levy must not exceed $1,150 
in 2018-19 financial year (indexed to $1,225 for the 2021-22 financial year) per dwelling 
(section 46L); 

 The provision for the Minister to issue written directions relating to the preparation and 
content of a DCP (section 46M); and 
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 The collection of a Development Infrastructure Levy, by way of a condition on a planning 
permit either requiring the payment of a levy within a specified time, or entering into an 
agreement to pay the levy within a specified time (section 46N). 

MINISTERIAL DIRECTION 

17. The Ministerial Direction: 

 Defines certain terms relevant to DCPs; 
 Limits the application of DCPs to areas where the Infrastructure Contributions Plan 

system does not apply; 
 Specifies that non-government schools and public housing is exempt from DCP levies; 
 Specifies the infrastructure types which may be funded with through a development 

contribution levy; 
 Provides for Ministerial exemptions to the Direction; and  
 Sets out the reporting requirements of Collecting Agencies and Development Agencies. 

18. The Ministerial Direction identifies that: 

“The following works, services or facilities may be funded from a development infrastructure levy: 

- Acquisition of land for roads, public transport corridors, drainage, public open space, 
community facilities; 

- Construction of roads, including bicycle, footpaths and traffic management and control 
devices; 

- Construction of public transport infrastructure, including fixed rail infrastructure, railway 
stations, bus stops and tram stops; 

- Basic improvements to public open space, including earthworks, landscaping, fencing, seating 
and playground equipment; 

- Drainage works; and 

- Buildings and works for or associated with the construction of a maternal and child health 
centre, child care centre, kindergarten or a combination of these.” (p.2-3). 

19. The Ministerial Direction does not specify the types of infrastructure that may be funded 
from a Community Infrastructure Levy. 

DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS GUIDELINES 

20. The principles which underpin the development contributions system in Victoria were 
largely established through an Administrative Appeals Tribunal decision known as the Eddie 
Barron decision1. The Tribunal identified the following four principles that were to be met in 
order for a levy to be applied as a permit condition: 

 
 

1Eddie Barron Constructions Pty Ltd v Shire of Pakenham & Anor (1990) 
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 Need - The need created by the development and the measures to satisfy the need 
must be adequately identified; 

 Equity - The payment or levy must be a fair and reasonable apportionment of the cost 
of implementing the need satisfaction measures; 

 Accountability - The responsible authority should implement procedures to ensure that 
the money collected cannot be used for any purpose other than that for which it was 
levied and which clearly show how, when and where the money collected is spent; 

 Nexus - There must be a reasonable nexus between the development and the need 
satisfaction measures. 

21. These principles are reflected in the Development Contributions Guidelines (2007) which 
set out the way in which development contributions plans should be prepared. 

22. The DCP Guidelines provide step by step information to guide the preparation of what is 
described as a ‘Full Cost Apportionment DCP’ (FCA DCP). Although the FCA DCP term is 
not further defined, the guidance provided indicates that the full cost of infrastructure that 
is considered basic and essential to the needs of the community should be apportioned to 
those who are likely to use the infrastructure. 

23. The Guidelines (p.30) summarises the recommended approach to calculating levies as 
follows: 

(Project cost - % external/future usage) 

divided by  

total number of demand units for analysis areas within the MCA 

 = infrastructure levy per demand unit 

24. This recommended method of levy calculation anticipates that all infrastructure costs will 
be apportioned based on expected usage, and that if infrastructure is designed solely to 
meet the needs of new development within the DCP period and DCP area, then the 
development levies will cover all relevant infrastructure costs. In my experience, this is how 
DCPs in Victoria are commonly prepared, with cost recovery commonly exceeding 90% in 
growth areas. In growth areas, any costs not recovered are generally the result of: 

 Certain costs being apportioned to neighbouring precincts and DCPs; and 
 The Community Infrastructure Levy cap being exceeded. 

25. I have made reference to the content of the Guidelines as relevant in my statement. 
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3.3. INFRASTRUCTURE CONTRIBUTIONS PLANS 

26. The Infrastructure Contributions Plan (ICP) system has now replaced the DCP system in 
Metropolitan Greenfield Growth Areas. The system includes a Standard Levy amount and 
lists of allowable items on which the Standard Levy revenue can be expended. 

27. The ICP system also provides for the imposition of a Supplementary Levy in exceptional 
cases when the Standard Levy cannot adequately fund the necessary infrastructure or 
where additional infrastructure is required to unlock development of an area. 

28. Although an extension of the ICP system to Strategic Development Areas in established 
areas was initially foreshadowed, this is yet to occur. The existing DCP system continues 
to apply to all areas of the State except Metropolitan Greenfield Growth Areas. 

3.4. OPEN SPACE CONTRIBUTIONS 

29. In addition to the use of a DCP or ICP, two mechanisms are available to Councils to 
specifically levy public open space contributions from development: 

 Open space contributions collected under Clause 53.01 of the Planning Scheme; and 
 Open space contributions collected under the Subdivision Act 1988. 

30. Clause 53.01 of the Planning Scheme allows a Council to levy a public open space 
contribution payable by subdivision proponents by specifying a contributions rate in the 
relevant Schedule to the clause. 

31. If no public open space contribution rate is specified in a schedule to Clause 53.01, open 
space contributions can be levied through the Subdivision Act based on a case by case 
assessment of open space need up to a maximum rate of 5%. 

32. Open space contributions can be made through a land contribution, monetary contribution, 
or combination of both. Local policies are often included in the Planning Scheme to 
designate locations and circumstances where councils will accept or prefer a land or 
monetary contribution. Open space contributions can be expended by Councils to acquire 
or improve land for open space purposes. 

33. In my experience, in areas not subject to the ICP system it is common for Clause 53.01 and 
DCPs to be used in tandem to fund open space, most commonly in greenfield growth areas 
where passive open space land is generally secured through Clause 53.01, passive open 
space improvements are delivered by developers and active open space land and 
improvements are funded through the relevant DCP. 
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3.5. DRAINAGE 

34. Drainage infrastructure required to support major urban developments is primarily funded 
by one of the following two mechanisms: 

 A Development Services Scheme (DSS) administered by Melbourne Water in 
metropolitan areas; or 

 Development Contributions Plans in regional areas outside the jurisdiction of 
Melbourne Water. 

35. Under a DSS, developers are required to pay a levy which funds hydraulic and water quality 
works which benefit a broad catchment. The principles and approach to drainage 
contributions under a DSS are similar to those which guide the preparation of DCPs. 

36. DCPs are commonly used to fund drainage land and works in regional greenfield growth 
areas where Councils are the drainage authority and are sometimes (but rarely) used to 
fund drainage works in established areas of Melbourne.2 

37. Melbourne Water proposes to introduce an Urban Renewal Cost Recovery Scheme 
(URCRS) to the Arden Precinct. A fact sheet prepared by Melbourne Water3 notes that the 
proposed URCRS: 

“supports Arden’s renewal by funding investment in critical drainage infrastructure, including large 
flood storages, levees, pump stations and pipes, which are needed to enable the precinct to be 
developed.” 

38. The proposed URCRS is expected to fund approximately $110m in works and charge a levy 
in the order of $8,000 - $9,000 per 100sqm of gross floor area. 

39. The proposed URCRS is not intended to fund land required for drainage and flood mitigation 
purposes – this land is to be funded by the Arden DCP. 

40. To my knowledge, this is the first intended application of a URCRS by Melbourne Water. 

  

 
 

2 Such as East Village DCP, City of Glen Eira, and Drainage Development Contributions Plan, City of Bayside. 
3 Melbourne Water 
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3.6. EXISTING CITY OF MELBOURNE DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS FRAMEWORK 

41. In Table 1, I provide a summary of the existing framework for development and open space 
contributions in the City of Melbourne, focusing on urban renewal areas. 

T1. EXISTING CITY OF MELBOURNE DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS FRAMEWORK 

Area ICP DCP Clause 53.01 

Arden Precinct No Yes* 7.06% 

Macaulay Precinct No Yes* 7.06% 

Fishermans Bend (Lorimer Precinct) Yes* No 8% 

Other urban renewal areas No No 7.06% 

Other areas No No 5% 

* These areas have schedules which do not specify levies payable. Interim contributions are payable by section 173 agreement in each of Arden, 
Macaulay and Fishermans Bend pending finalisation of the respective ICP / DCP. 

Source: Melbourne Planning Scheme, Urban Enterprise. 

42. In the Arden Precinct: 

 Schedule 3 to the Development Contributions Plan Overlay (DCPO) presently applies 
to all land. No levies are specified in the Schedule, however interim levies are payable 
at a rate of $17,053 per dwelling, $193 per square metre of new commercial floor space 
and $161 per square metre of new retail floor space. 

 Clause 53.01 requires a public open space contribution of 7.06%. Clause 22.26-4 of the 
Melbourne Planning Scheme identifies that land contributions are preferred over cash 
in the Precinct, subject to the proposed open space being appropriate. 

43. The requirements of DCPO3 cease to have effect after 30 June 2022. 

44. The Arden DCP would be the first DCP incorporated into the City of Melbourne Planning 
Scheme. Given that the Arden and Macaulay Precinct abut and some infrastructure items 
will be shared between the two precincts, the content of the final Arden DCP will have 
implications for the Macaulay DCP which is to be prepared prior to the expiry of DCPO2 on 
the same date as Arden (30 June 2022). 
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4. AMENDMENT 

4.1. OVERVIEW 

45. Draft Amendment C407: 

“proposes to implement the Arden Structure Plan, August 2021 by introducing new planning 
controls into the Melbourne Planning Scheme. The controls will guide the urban renewal of the 
Arden precinct and its transition to a vibrant, mixed use innovation precinct comprising four 
distinct and diverse neighbourhoods.” (Explanatory Report, p.4) 

46. The main documents which the Draft Amendment would introduce into the Planning 
Scheme are the Arden Structure Plan (as a background document) and the Exhibited DCP 
(as an Incorporated Document). 

47. Changes to zones and overlays proposed by Draft Amendment C407 relevant to my 
instructions include the following: 

 All land in the Precinct except land required for drainage purposes and the existing 
North Melbourne Recreation Reserve and Clayton Reserve is to be rezoned to the 
Special Use Zone (SUZ7); 

 Schedule 3 to Clause 45.06 (Development Contributions Plan Overlay) (DCPO3) is 
amended to enable implementation of the DCP; 

 The boundary of DCPO3 is amended to align the overlay with the Arden Precinct 
boundaries by: 
 Including allotments south of Macaulay Road, between Langford St and Boundary 

Road and deleting the Development Contributions Plan Overlay (DCPO2) 
associated with the Macaulay precinct from these properties; and 

 Deleting the DCPO3 from allotments south of Victoria Street, which are included in 
the West Melbourne precinct area.  

 Existing Design and Development Overlay (DDO) Schedules are to be replaced by four 
new DDO Schedules (DDO80, 81, 82 and 83) to align built form controls with the 
preferred character and vision for each sub-precinct. 

 Public Acquisition Overlay (PA08) is proposed to apply to several properties in favour 
of Department of Transport for the purposes of key road extensions on identified lots; 
and 

 Public Acquisition Overlay (PAO9) is proposed to apply to several properties in favour 
of Department of Transport for the storage of water on identified lots. 

48. I note that Draft Amendment C407 does not propose any changes to the Schedule to Clause 
53.01. 
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4.2. STRUCTURE PLAN 

49. The Arden Structure Plan states that: 

“The precinct will transition from the current mixed-use and industrial land uses to a new precinct 
of Melbourne that aspires to accommodate approximately 34,000 jobs and around 15,000 
residents by 2050.” (p.21) 

50. The Structure Plan nominates four sub-precincts which are expected to accommodate a 
range of development types (health and education institutions, mixed-use and activity 
centre) and infrastructure (drainage, open space and transport). 

51. I have reproduced the sub-precinct plan from the Structure Plan in my Figure 1. 

F1. ARDEN SUB-PRECINCTS 

 
Source: Arden Structure Plan, p.28. 
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52. Proposed density and built form controls set out in the Structure Plan include building height 
and setback requirements alongside maximum Floor Area Ratios (FAR) which range from 
4:1 to 17:1. 

53. Appended to the Structure Plan is a Precinct Infrastructure Plan (PIP) which identifies 93 
infrastructure items to be delivered to support the development of the Precinct in the 
categories of: 

 Community centres 
 Open space 
 Moonee Ponds Creek 
 Transport 
 Cycling 
 Pedestrian Improvements 
 Intersections 
 Integrated Water Management; and 
 Utility and Service Upgrades. 

54. The PIP nominates a Lead Agency and Potential Funding Source for each item, indicating 
that the full range of infrastructure will need to be delivered by Council, State government 
agencies and infrastructure authorities and will be funded by a range of sources including: 

 Developers; 
 Clause 53.01 of the Planning Scheme; 
 The Arden DCP; 
 The Macaulay DCP; 
 The proposed URCRS; 
 New Customer Contributions (NCC) for service infrastructure; 
 Future State budget; and 
 A ‘Funding Program’ which is not further described. 
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4.3. DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS PLAN 

55. The Draft Arden Precinct DCP was prepared by the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) with 
assistance of government departments, agencies, service authorities and major 
stakeholders. 

56. The following commentary and data relate to the exhibited version of the DCP. I make 
reference to the changes to the DCP recently proposed by the VPA as part of its Part A 
Submission at paragraph 80. 

57. The DCP applies to all land in the Arden Precinct as a single Main Catchment Area (MCA).  

58. The DCP identifies 60 infrastructure items within the following categories: 

 Community buildings; 
 Active Open Space; 
 Open Space Improvements; 
 Moonee Ponds Creek; 
 Road projects; 
 Cycling projects; 
 Pedestrian projects; 
 Intersection projects; 
 Drainage land acquisition projects. 

59. A map showing the location of these infrastructure items is provided in Figure 2. 

60. In Table 2 I have summarised the total DCP infrastructure costs by category and split 
between land and construction. The Exhibited DCP apportions a total of $349.9m of costs 
to the MCA which equates to 96% of the total cost of infrastructure items included in the 
DCP. 

T2. SUMMARY – TOTAL COSTS LAND AND PROJECT 

Category Land cost Construction Cost Total cost 
Cost 
Apportioned to 
DCP 

% of cost 
apportioned 
to DCP 

Community Building $0 $22,400,000 $22,400,000 $11,188,500 50% 

Open Space Improvements $0 $29,096,350 $29,096,350 $29,096,350 100% 

Moonee Ponds Creek $0 $9,975,100 $9,975,100 $9,975,100 100% 

Roads $10,050,000 $42,984,700 $53,034,700 $51,382,700 97% 

Cycling $0 $1,347,912 $1,347,912 $1,347,912 100% 

Pedestrian $0 $383,000 $383,000 $383,000 100% 

Intersections $0 $26,307,000 $26,307,000 $25,044,000 95% 

Drainage $221,470,000 $0 $221,470,000 $221,470,000 100% 

Total $231,520,000 $132,494,062 $364,014,062 $349,887,562 96% 

Source: Arden Precinct Development Contributions Plan (August 2021). Note: data is compiled from Table 12 of DCP which appears to include 
an error in the total of cost apportioned which stems from an error in the total construction cost of road items (sum of project costs does not 
match road projects sub-total). 
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F2. INFRASTRUCTURE ITEMS INCLUDED IN THE DCP 

Source: VPA, Development Contributions Plan, August 2021. 
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4.4. LEVY CALCULATION 

61. The DCP calculates levies by: 

a. Apportioning costs to the MCA and external areas (including the neighbouring 
Macaulay Precinct); 

b. Nominating land uses which create the need for each infrastructure type and applying 
Equivalence Ratios to apportion costs between different land uses in the precinct; and 

c. Separating levy amounts into the Community Infrastructure Levy and Development 
Infrastructure Levy based on the description of each item and applying a ‘cap’ to each 
levy amount. 

COST APPORTIONMENT 

62. Most infrastructure items in the DCP are fully apportioned to the MCA (i.e., 100% 
apportionment). The only exceptions are the following three items: 

 CB-01c - Community Centre: 15% of the cost of this centre is apportioned to the Arden 
DCP based on demand generated within the Precinct, with the remaining 85% of the 
costs to be funded through other sources including the Macaulay DCP which generates 
11% of the demand for the centre;  

 RD-01c - Macaulay Road Construction: this road is located at the boundary of the Arden 
and Macaulay Precincts and is equally apportioned between the two precincts (i.e., 
50% apportioned to Arden); 

 IN-01 – Boundary Road / Macaulay Road: this intersection is located at the boundary 
of the Arden and Macaulay Precincts and is equally apportioned between the two 
precincts (i.e., 50% apportioned to Arden). 

63. The result is that 96% of the cost of the DCP items is apportioned to the MCA. 

LAND USE NEXUS AND EQUIVALENCE 

64. The Exhibited DCP calculates separate levies for residential, commercial and retail land uses 
through the use of a land use nexus and equivalence ratios. 

65. The land use nexus applied assumes that all land uses generate demand for transport, 
drainage and open space projects, while only residential development generates the need 
for community facilities and the sports pavilion – this nexus is summarised in my Table 3. 
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T3. LAND USE NEXUS 

Category Residential Commercial Retail 

Community Building Yes No No 

Open Space Improvements Yes Yes Yes 

Moonee Ponds Creek Yes Yes Yes 

Roads Yes Yes Yes 

Cycling Yes Yes Yes 

Pedestrian Yes Yes Yes 

Intersections Yes Yes Yes 

Drainage Yes Yes Yes 

Source: Derived by author from Arden DCP. 

66. The Exhibited DCP does not provide any explanation of the approach to apportioning costs 
between land uses and the selection of equivalence ratios, however some explanation is 
added in the Part A DCP. It is apparent that equivalence ratios are applied in the following 
way: 

a. For transport items (including roads, intersections, cycling and pedestrian 
infrastructure), costs are apportioned between land uses based on the number of users 
of the infrastructure. The cost of transport infrastructure is divided by the total number 
of combined residents and workers to arrive at an apportionment to residential, 
commercial and retail land uses. 

b. For drainage items, costs are apportioned between land uses based on a common 
demand unit of gross floor area. 

c. For open space items (including open space improvements and Moonee Ponds Creek 
projects), costs are apportioned between land uses based on the number of users of 
the infrastructure, however a demand ‘discount’ applies to non-residential land uses. 

67. No explanation is provided in the Exhibited DCP as to how the open space equivalence 
ratios were derived or why they differ from the transport ratios. I note that a peer review of 
the DCP prepared by Mesh refers to separate ‘advice’ provided by the VPA (p.13) about the 
principles which informed the development of equivalence ratios and cost apportionment - 
I have not seen this advice. 

68. The Peer Review (p.14) goes on to indicate that the open space equivalence ratios were 
determined by reducing non-residential demand units to 71% of the total user demand units 
on the basis that workers would only use open space during 5 of 7 days in a given week (5 
is 71% of 7). This is confirmed in the Part A DCP (p.39). 
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T4. CALCULATION OF EQUIVALENCE RATIOS 

 
Source: VPA, Development Contributions Plan, August 2021. 

RESULTING LEVIES 

69. Table 14 of the Exhibited DCP summarises the resulting levies. The levies shown in Table 
14 of the DCP do not align with the total levies shown in Table 12 of the DCP. No explanation 
is provided in the DCP for this difference. 

70. In my Table 5, I provide a summary of the levies by infrastructure category based on the 
content of the Exhibited DCP. 

71. The proposed Development Infrastructure Levy is $21,500 per dwelling and $295.68 per 
sqm of commercial and retail floorspace. The calculated DIL is $24,500.53 per dwelling and 
$346.93 per sqm of non-residential floorspace. 

72. I note that the drainage category constitutes 68% of the calculated residential DIL and 62% 
of the calculated non-residential DIL. When drainage costs are removed, the calculated 
residential DIL is $7,749 per dwelling. 

73. The proposed Community Infrastructure Levy is $1,210 per dwelling, which is the maximum 
allowable CIL for the 2020/21 financial year. The calculated CIL is $1,281 per dwelling. 
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T5. PROPOSED LEVIES 

Category Residential Levy Commercial and Retail Levy 

Development Infrastructure Levy   

Community Building $494.92 $0.00 

Open Space Improvements $2,054.18 $29.95 

Moonee Ponds Creek $704.24 $10.27 

Roads $2,949.11 $60.22 

Cycling $77.86 $1.59 

Pedestrian $22.13 $0.45 

Intersections $1,446.74 $29.53 

Drainage $16,751.35 $214.92 

Total DIL $24,500.53 $346.93 

Proposed DIL $21,500.00 $295.68 

Community Infrastructure   

Community Building $1,281.04 $0.00 

Total CIL $1,281.04 $0.00 

Proposed CIL $1,210.00 $0.00 

Source: Exhibited DCP. 

4.5. OTHER FUNDING MECHANISMS 

74. The DCP will interface with two other funding mechanisms: 

 Clause 53.01 of the Planning Scheme, which will continue to levy a public open space 
contributions of 7.06% from subdivision; and 

 The URCRS which will fund drainage works. 

75. The DCP does not fund land for local open space and states that “Land for local parks are 
provided through Clause 53.01 of the Melbourne Planning Scheme”. The Schedule to the 
Special Use Zone sets out a public open space equalisation scheme to ensure the equitable 
provision of open space land and monetary contributions. 

76. The URCRS is yet to be finalised but is intended to fund all stormwater and flood mitigation 
works needed in the Precinct. 

4.6. IMPLEMENTATION 

77. Each infrastructure item has a nominated ‘development horizon’ of either “2021 – 2046” 
or “At time of subdivision". No further guidance on infrastructure timing, sequencing or 
prioritisation is provided in the DCP or Precinct Infrastructure Plan. 

78. The Exhibited DCP nominates the City of Melbourne as both the Collecting Agency and the 
Development Agency for all infrastructure projects in the DCP (p.44). This means that 
Council holds the ultimate responsibility for delivering the DCP infrastructure and also that 
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Council will carry the financial risk associated with any under-collection of levies and 
unforeseen cost increases. 

79. The DCP makes provision for infrastructure items to be delivered by development 
proponents as Works In-Kind (p.42). 

80. The Amendment proposed to apply a Public Acquisition Overlay (PAO) to several areas of 
land which are needed to form part of the proposed drainage scheme and road network. 
The PAO Schedule nominates the ‘Secretary to the Department of Transport’ as the 
Acquiring Authority for all land in the Precinct affected by the proposed PAO. 

4.7. PART A DCP 

81. The Part A DCP was provided to me during the course of preparation of my statement. I 
have reviewed the changes that have been made to the DCP based on the annotated 
tracked changes in the document. 

82. While the Part A DCP proposes text changes throughout the document, most changes relate 
to minor text edits, corrections and recategorisation of infrastructure projects. 

83. No changes to the infrastructure list or cost apportionments are proposed in the Part A DCP 
compared with the Exhibited DCP. 

84. In my assessment, the only changes to the DCP proposed in the Part A version with 
consequences for the overall levies are as follows:  

a. Minor corrections to Equivalence Ratios have been made; 

b. The cost apportioned to the MAC for ST-01 has been corrected to address a 
typographical error; 

c. The costs of two drainage items (DR-01 and DR-02) were corrected to align with the 
land valuation report; and 

d. Levies have subsequently been recalculated. The ‘calculated’ residential DIL has 
decreased from $25,782 per dwelling to $25,482 per dwelling (a reduction of $300 per 
dwelling). 

85. The infrastructure list is unchanged and the Part A DCP proposes to apply the same ‘cap’ 
to both the residential and non-residential levies. 

86. In my view, no changes of substance have been made to the DCP other than some 
important numeric corrections. Given that no changes are proposed to the infrastructure 
list, cost apportionment, calculation of levies or implementation provisions, my assessment 
of the DCP in the following section applies to both the exhibited DCP and the Part A DCP. 

87. I was also recently provided with an expert evidence statement prepared by Chris De Silva 
of Mesh Planning on behalf of the VPA which makes several observations and recommends 
several changes to the Part A DCP. I intend to respond to these recommendations prior to 
the commencement of the Advisory Committee hearing. 
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5. ASSESSMENT 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

88. In this section I provide my assessment of the Amendment with a particular focus on the 
issues raised in the submission by City of Melbourne relating to the DCP. 

89. The Council submission raises four main issues in respect of the DCP: 

a. The funding gap between the apportioned cost of DCP items and the proposed levies; 

b. The approach to funding and delivering drainage land; 

c. The inclusion of unsuitable items in the DCP; and 

d. Community infrastructure delivery concerns. 

90. I now provide a response to each of these issues. 

5.2. FUNDING GAP 

91. The Council submission (p.13) notes that: 

“The proposed DCP rate cap of $21,500 results in a funding shortfall of approximately $47 million, 
leaving essential infrastructure unfunded and its delivery uncertain.” and 

“A full cost apportionment DCP should be adopted to deliver all infrastructure which has been 
identified as being required for the redevelopment of the precinct.” 

92. The Development Infrastructure Levy (DIL) has been ‘set’ at a lower rate than the levy 
required to meet the costs apportioned to the MCA. I calculate that this would result in a 
funding shortfall to Council of approximately $46.9m (or $43.2m under the Part A DCP) as 
shown in Table 6. 

T6. FUNDING SHORTFALL DUE TO LOWER LEVY 

 Proposed Levy (DIL) Unit Yield Revenue 

Residential DIL $21,500 per dwelling Dwelling 6,300 $135,450,000 

Commercial DIL $295.68 per sqm Sqm 516,900 $152,836,992 

Retail DIL $295.68 per sqm sqm 22,500 $6,652,800 
Total DIL Revenue (same revenue for both 
Exhibited and Part A DCP) 

   $294,939,792 

Total cost apportioned (Exhibited DCP)    $341,817,062 

Funding gap to council (Exhibited DCP)    $46,877,270 

Total cost apportioned (Part A DCP)    $338,124,562 

Funding gap to Council (Part A DCP)    $43,184,770 

Source: Author, based on Exhibited DCP. 
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93. The funding gap shown in Table 6 relates only to the gap created by the DIL being set at a 
lower rate than the full cost apportionment levy rate. Other costs to council are also 
generated by the DCP through: 

a. External apportionment; and 

b. The Community Infrastructure Levy cap. 

94. The Planning and Environment Act (Section 46K) provides that: 

“(1) A development contributions plan must— 

(a) specify the area to which it applies; and 

(b) set out the plan preparation costs, works, services and facilities to be funded 
through the plan, including the staging of the provision of the works, services or 
facilities; and 

(c) relate the need for the plan preparation costs, works, services and facilities to 
the proposed development of land in the area; and 

(d) specify in respect of each of the plan preparation costs, works, services and 
facilities— 

(i) the amount of the plan preparation costs and the estimated cost of 
the works, services or facilities; or 

(ii) the standard levy applicable to the plan preparation costs, works, 
services or facilities; and 

(e) unless a standard levy is applied, specify the proportion of the total estimated 
cost of the plan preparation costs, works, services and facilities which is to be 
funded by a development infrastructure levy or community infrastructure levy or 
both; and 

(f) specify the land in the area and the types of development in respect of which a 
levy is payable and the method for determining the amount of levy payable in 
respect of any development of land; and 

(fa) specify the Minister, public authority or municipal council to whom or to 
which the community infrastructure levy or development infrastructure levy is 
payable under this Part (the collecting agency); and 

(fb) specify any Minister, public authority or municipal council that is to be 
responsible for the provision of the works, services or facilities or for the plan 
preparation costs for which the community infrastructure levy or development 
infrastructure levy or part of that levy is payable under this Part (the development 
agency); and 

(g) provide for the procedures for the collection of a development infrastructure 
levy in respect of any development for which a permit under this Act is not 
required.” 

95. The Act does not specify exactly how levies must be calculated, however as mentioned 
earlier in my statement, this direction is provided in the DCP Guidelines (see my paragraphs 
21-23) which recommend a full cost apportionment approach. The Guidelines do not advise 
setting levies at any other rate than that which will fund all costs that are apportioned to 
new development. 
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96. Although the Arden DCP has been prepared by the VPA, the responsibility for its 
implementation lies with the City of Melbourne, including the associated financial and other 
risks. In this context, it is my view that a full cost apportionment approach should be 
adopted unless Council as both the Collecting Agency and Development Agency elects to 
set the levy at a lower rate than one derived from full and fair cost apportionment. 

97. I am not aware of any DCPs in Victoria which charge a Development Infrastructure Levy at 
a rate lower than that required to fund all costs apportioned to development in the relevant 
area. I am aware of one circumstance where a Council took a decision to remove certain 
infrastructure items from a DCP so as to reduce overall levies and address development 
feasibility concerns, however in my experience this is rare and is only undertaken in the 
context of Council-led amendments with the full understanding and support of the relevant 
council. 

98. In the case of Arden, the City of Melbourne submission makes clear that Council does not 
support the proposed levy being set at a rate below the calculated levy. In these 
circumstances, it is my view that the Development Infrastructure Levy should be set at the 
rate calculated in the DCP (i.e., approximately $24,500 per dwelling). 

99. The Council submission suggests that the funding ‘gap’ could be “alleviated by the 
exclusion of Victorian Government related projects included within the DCP, including 
improvements to Victorian Government controlled land and infrastructure networks.” 

100. I note that the VPA Part A submission (p.58) foreshadows a potential agreement between 
the State government and the City of Melbourne for the State government to make a 
financial contribution to the DCP. 

101. In the absence of any such funding agreement, it is my view that the full cost apportionment 
levy should apply. I note that even if a full cost apportionment levy is applied, several other 
issues and implementation risks exist which could result in additional costs to council 
and/or challenges to infrastructure delivery (especially drainage). 
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5.3. DRAINAGE LAND 

102. The Exhibited DCP proposes to fund $221.5m of land for drainage purposes ($217.2m in 
the Part A DCP). 

103. Council’s submissions regarding drainage land are that: 

 The funding “shortfall should be remedied by providing for the external apportionment 
of drainage land acquisition costs to the Victorian Government. This would address 
the funding inequity of 19.53 per cent of government land that is developable and is 
not paying development contributions despite being significant beneficiaries of the 
drainage infrastructure, a high-cost item in the DCP. This would also partially address 
the need for upfront funding to unlock the early delivery of drainage infrastructure 
required to make development in Arden viable.” 

 Council “does not support the forward funding of essential drainage infrastructure via 
capital works business-as-usual ahead of a Melbourne Water Urban Renewal Cost 
Recovery Scheme (URCRS) being finalised and responsibility delegated under a 
precinct governance model and delivery strategy.” 

 “The land required for drainage needs to be funded up front when it is acquired (which 
is likely to be ahead of contributions being collected). There is no financing strategy in 
place to facilitate this.” 

104. In my view there are several issues associated with the proposed approach to drainage land 
in the DCP which I now discuss. 

DRAINAGE COSTS AS A PROPORTION OF DCP COSTS 

105. First, it is important to note that drainage costs comprise more than two-thirds of the cost 
of infrastructure funded by the DCP and that drainage costs are rarely included in 
metropolitan DCP levies. I calculate that the inclusion of drainage land has the effect of 
increasing the Residential DIL in the Exhibited DCP from $7,749.18 per dwelling to 
$24,500.53 per dwelling. 

106. I understand that the primary rationale for the proposed levy cap is to support development 
feasibility which may be threatened if the full cost apportionment levy were to apply. In my 
view, the main cause of what appears at face value to be a ‘high’ DCP levy is the inclusion 
of drainage land in the DCP at substantial cost.  

107. As a result, although the need for the proposed levy cap primarily derives from the inclusion 
of high cost drainage items which are usually funded by a state government (Melbourne 
Water) scheme, the resulting ‘gap’ would be funded by Council. 
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IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES 

108. Second, Council is nominated as the Development Agency for all drainage land items in the 
DCP. Under the Act (Section 46H), this means that Council is “responsible for the provision” 
of the works. 

109. Several sections of drainage land are subject to the proposed application of the Public 
Acquisition Overlay, for which the Department of Transport is the Acquiring Authority. DoT 
is identified as the ‘Lead Agency’ for the delivery of drainage land in the Structure Plan and 
Melbourne Water is leading the drainage strategy for the area. 

110. In my view, if Council were to remain as the Development Agency for the drainage items as 
proposed in the DCP, this could result in substantial implementation issues including the 
following: 

a. Council does not have the authority to acquire the drainage land included in the DCP 
under the PAO; is not the Lead Agency for delivery of the drainage land projects under 
the Structure Plan; and is not the authority responsible for the management and delivery 
of drainage infrastructure in the area. It is therefore not clear how Council could acquire 
all DCP land needed to delivery the Flood Strategy and fulfil its Development Agency 
obligations. 

b. If the cost of land acquisition exceeds the estimates shown in a DCP, these costs are 
usually borne by the Development Agency. If Council is nominated as the Development 
Agency but the land is acquired by others, it is not clear how any costs not recovered 
by the DCP would be funded. 

c. Land for drainage purposes is usually required in advance of development occurring - 
this sequence can create challenges for funding and financing if land is to be acquired 
before funds are available, usually resulting in additional costs. 

The Flood Strategy includes a ‘Staging of Works’ plan (Figure 4.8, p.31) which identifies 
that: 

 In the short term, government owned land will be needed for flood storage south 
of Arden Street to facilitate development of Arden Central, including the proposed 
Arden Station and surrounds; 

 In the medium term, privately owned land will need to be acquired through the use 
of a PAO for flood storage at the Citywide site north of Arden Street; and 

 In the long term, land will need to be acquired (including some areas affected by 
the proposed PAO) for a linear flood storage area at the western edge of the 
Precinct. 

Although it is apparent that land acquisition for drainage purposes could be staged over 
time, in my experience the timing of acquisition relative to the availability of funds could 
be challenging and may result in additional funding and finance costs to the 
Development Agency. This is also noted in the Flood Strategy which references the 
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“practical complexity in delivering some assets, such as land acquisition that may be 
required for flood storages.” (p.30). 
These circumstances require alignment of the Acquiring Authority in the PAO and the 
Development Agency in the DCP for relevant items. 

111. In these circumstances, it is my view that either Melbourne Water or the Department of 
Transport should be identified as the Development Agency for the drainage land. Council, 
in its role as Collecting Agency, can collect levies and forward funds to the Development 
Agency as they become available. 

COST APPORTIONMENT 

112. Third, the proposed drainage infrastructure and flood storage areas appear to respond to 
issues which are not only related to the demand created by the proposed new development 
within the Precinct. This includes: 

a. A catchment area which extends beyond the boundaries of the Precinct to include the 
neighbouring Macaulay Precinct (Flood Strategy, p.4); and 

b. The Precinct being planned to accommodate future State government land uses (which 
are not subject to DCP levy payments), such as a major health institution and the Arden 
train station and surrounding impervious public realm. 

113. The Flood Strategy also identifies several existing issues and infrastructure deficiencies, 
although the extent to which these issues influence the final strategy is not clear. Examples 
include: 

 “flows from the upstream catchment, downstream tidal levels and the hydraulic 
restriction of bridges”; 

 “Local flows from within the precinct and upstream local catchments draining to 
low lying areas” which can be lower than the flood level of the creek; and 

 “Effective drainage of some areas of the precinct is limited as not all sections of 
the drainage system are directly connected to a pump station or are connected by 
only very small pipes.” (Flood Strategy, p.11). 

114. The Flood Strategy does not include any analysis of the origins of demand or beneficiaries 
of the proposed stormwater and flood mitigation works which would assist in more closely 
understanding the need for and beneficiaries of the proposed drainage land and associated 
works. 

115. The DCP Guidelines identify that “External usage is the proportion of usage drawn from 
outside the MCA” and that this usage should be excluded from the cost apportioned to the 
DCP (p.29). The Guidelines also note that costs must be apportioned between existing and 
future users of the infrastructure. It is accepted practice that any costs associated with 
existing infrastructure deficiencies or ‘backlogs’ are not apportioned to future development 
as part of DCP levy calculations because these works are designed to meet existing needs 
only. 
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116. The Exhibited DCP apportions the cost of all drainage land to future private development in 
the Arden Precinct. In my view, the material supporting the DCP indicates that broader 
needs and benefits may apply. 

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE URCRS 

117. Finally, I make the following observations regarding the important relationship between the 
DCP and URCRS: 

a. It is not clear why land required for flood storage purposes is included in the DCP and 
not in the URCRS which is to fund the associated works. In Development Service 
Scheme areas, drainage land is generally funded by the DSS and not a DCP. 

b. The Arden and Macaulay URCRS is yet to be finalised. In my opinion, it is important that 
the URCRS and DCP are finalised concurrently given that the two mechanisms are 
intended to directly interface and work together to fund the broader drainage strategy. 
Changes to the URCRS prior to finalisation (for example, changes to the types of 
infrastructure funded or changes to the approach to cost apportionment) could 
necessitate changes to the DCP for reasons of practicality or equity. 

IMPLICATIONS 

118. The implications of these circumstances are that: 

a. The DCP proposes to fund more than $200m of drainage land which forms part of a 
catchment-wide drainage strategy which would ordinarily be funded by a State-
government led mechanism (such as a Melbourne Water DSS); 

b. Delivery of the drainage strategy requires public acquisition of land by a State-
government agency (DoT) and early delivery of works at substantial cost; 

c. The need for the drainage land and works appears to relate to a broader base than just 
private development proponents, including proposed State-government major projects; 

d. The inclusion of high cost drainage land is the main cause of the ‘high’ DCP levies 
which have prompted the introduction of a levy cap, which, despite not being supported 
by Council, results in a $47m direct cost to Council; and 

e. The nomination of Council as the Development Agency for drainage land exposes 
Council to further delivery and financial risks. 

119. It is my view that the approach to drainage infrastructure funding and delivery should be 
revisited to better reflect the State government’s role as both lead agency and key 
beneficiary of the drainage strategy. 
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5.4. INFRASTRUCTURE LIST 

SUBMISSIONS 

120. In its submission, Council raises three main issues with the DCP infrastructure list which 
are summarised as follows: 

a. “There are a number of projects that primarily benefit the Victoria Government within 
the DCP, including access roads and intersections. These would typically be attributed 
as developer works”. 

b. “A project prioritisation exercise was undertaken in the development of the DCP. The 
proposed DCP does not include all projects identified within this process, leaving some 
projects, unfunded by the DCP”; 

c. In respect of open space projects, Council “does not support all projects identified for 
delivery through funding obtained under Clause 53.01, including along the Fogarty 
Street extension alignment”. 

DEVELOPER WORKS AND PROJECT PRIOTISATION 

121. The Ministerial Direction sets out the types of infrastructure that can be funded by a 
Development Infrastructure Levy but does not specify which standards of work within those 
categories can be included in a DCP. 

122. The DCP Guidelines state that DCP infrastructure “must serve a neighbourhood or larger 
area; must be used by a broad section of the community; and will in most cases serve a 
wider catchment than an individual development.” 

123. Although the ICP system does not apply to the Precinct, the Ministerial Direction on the 
Preparation and Content of Infrastructure Contributions Plans nominates ‘Allowable items’ 
which can be funded by a Standard Levy. For example, transport infrastructure which can 
be funded by a Standard Levy includes arterial roads and associated intersections. Lower 
order local or collector roads which are “normally provided by a developer” can only be 
funded through a Supplementary Levy if certain criteria are met. 

124. In my experience, it is common for DCPs to primarily fund higher order transport and 
recreation infrastructure, with lower order infrastructure (such as local roads and passive 
open space) only usually included in a DCP in circumstances of fragmented ownership. In 
this way, the Ministerial Direction for ICPs has to some extent formalised the usual 
approach of DCPs to differentiate between ‘shared’ and ‘local’ infrastructure types. 

125. The principle of equity underpins this approach. It is usually equitable for the cost of higher 
order infrastructure to be shared across all users and land within a precinct. Lower order 
infrastructure can usually (but not always) be directly and equitably delivered by developers 
without the need for include such items in a DCP to enable cost apportionment. 
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126. I have reviewed the types and locations of infrastructure items funded by the DCP and 
considered the supporting documents such as the Structure Plan to come to a view on the 
suitability of the items proposed to be funded by the DCP. 

127. The Arden Structure Plan (Plan 4, p.54) shows the proposed transport network within the 
Precinct – I have reproduced the plan in my Figure 3 which shows various categories of 
roads including ‘local traffic’, ‘pedestrian priority zone’, ‘bus capable’ and ‘high capacity 
public transport capable’. The Plan also identifies locations of ‘new or upgraded 
intersections’ and ‘pedestrian crossing – proposed’. 

128. I have annotated on the plan the transport projects within the precinct which are: 

a. Shown on the Plan but not included in the DCP (red); and 

b. Not shown on the plan but included in the DCP (green). 
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F3. ARDEN TRANSPORT NETWORK 2051 

 
Source: Arden Structure Plan. 
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129. It is apparent from this comparison that decisions have been made by the DCP authors 
regarding which items should be funded by the DCP and which should not. I make the 
following observations: 

a. The Structure Plan identifies four proposed pedestrian crossings, however only one is 
included in the PIP and DCP. Although it is not clear from the supporting documents 
why only one of those crossings is included in the DCP, I am instructed that alternative 
funding sources are expected to be available for these items. 

b. Most transport-related DCP items are located along the strategic transport corridors 
identified in the Structure Plan (high capacity public transport or bus capable roads 
such as Macaulay Road, Arden Street, Laurens Street, Boundary Road and Henderson 
Street). The main exceptions are DCP items which relate to the existing Munster 
Terrace (works), existing Barwise Street (works) and a short extension to Fogarty 
Street (land and works). 

130. It is not clear whether or not a project prioritisation process occurred which led to some 
infrastructure items that are needed to support the development of the precinct being 
excluded form the DCP. The lack of project-specific infrastructure recommendations in 
supporting transport assessments contributes to this uncertainty. 

131. In principle, it is my view that all infrastructure items identified as required to support 
development of the Precinct which comply with the definitions of the Ministerial Direction 
should be included in the DCP, unless alternative sources of funding are available or some 
other specific reason for exclusion is provided. Similar to my earlier assessment of the 
proposed application of a levy ‘cap’, in my opinion project prioritisation should only be 
undertaken with the full involvement and endorsement of the Development Agency. 

132. In respect of the inclusion of ‘developer works’, the only lower order transport projects 
funded by the DCP are the road projects along ‘local’ traffic routes and ‘pedestrian priority 
zones’ along Barwise, Fogarty Street and Munster Terrace. 

133. In my view these items are suitable for inclusion in the DCP, primarily because each requires 
facilitation from a public agency to enable delivery which could be difficult if not included in 
the DCP in the following ways: 

a. Barwise Street is an existing street with several different properties along its frontage. 
A comprehensive upgrade to the existing cross section is required and if not included 
in the DCP, delivery could be fragmented (by ownership) or inequitable (if one owner 
delivers the whole project without compensation). 

b. The Fogarty Street extension is needed to create a strategic continuation of the road 
network south of Arden Street and land is included in the PAO. It is equitable for this 
item to be funded by the DCP given its delivery is likely to be early in the development 
timeframe and led by the Development Agency. 

c. Munster Terrace requires a comprehensive upgrade to the cross section within the 
existing road reserve. If not included in the DCP, delivery could be fragmented (by 
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ownership) or inequitable (if one owner delivers the whole project without 
compensation). 

134. Although these ‘lower order’ transport projects are included in the DCP, it is my view that 
their inclusion is justified and would support practical and equitable delivery of public 
infrastructure. 

OPEN SPACE 

135. The proposed approach to open space funding is that the Schedule to Clause 53.01 will 
continue to require a contribution of 7.06% within the Arden precinct which will fund the 
open space land, while the DCP will fund the cost of improvements to passive and active 
open spaces within the Precinct. 

136. The Exhibited DCP includes a land budget (Table 10, p.32) and associated Future Urban 
Structure plan (Figure 2, p.9) which differentiate between the following types of open space 
land: 

 Local sports reserve (existing); 
 Local network park (existing); 
 Capital City Open Space; 
 Waterway and drainage infrastructure (uncredited); 
 Ancillary open space (uncredited); and 
 Credited public open space (53.01). 

137. The Future Urban Structure is reproduced in my Figure 4. 

138. The following summarises the proposed new open spaces: 

 The Capital City Open Space is 0.66 hectares of land adjacent to the Arden station – 
the State Government is the ‘Nominated Lead Agency’ for its delivery. 

 Waterway and drainage land primarily aligns with the three major DCP land items for 
flood storage, along with linear reserves along Fogarty Street and Queensberry Street. 

 Two sections of land are categorised as ‘Ancillary open space (uncredited)’: both are 
linear sections of land within road reserves (Queensberry Street and Munster Terrace). 

 The remaining category of ‘credited public open space’ applies to the proposed Arden 
Central neighbourhood open space, a linear section of land within the Fogarty Street 
road reserve and a linear section of land adjacent to the Laurens Street road reserve 
near its intersection with Arden Street. 
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F4. FUTURE URBAN STRUCTURE 

 
Source: Structure Plan, Page 119. 
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139. In my assessment based on the Structure Plan and industry practice of categorisation of 
open space, land is suitably categorised as either credited or uncredited open space, with 
the exception of: 

 Fogarty Street road reserve open space – this land is identified as credited open space, 
however the Structure Plan cross section does not depict any open space within the 
road reserve, only a 7m wide drainage reserve (see Figure 5 below). Further, the section 
of the street reserve immediately south of Arden Street is to be acquired through the 
application of the proposed PAO with the cost of acquisition funded by the DCP. For 
these reasons, in my opinion this land should be categorised as uncredited open space. 

 Queensberry Street road reserve open space – open space land is identified as 
uncredited open space, however the Structure Plan cross section depicts a 9m wide 
open space corridor in addition to a 7m wide stormwater management corridor (see 
Figure 6 below). In my opinion, the 9m ‘open space’ shown in the cross section should 
be categorised as credited open space unless the land is subject to any other 
encumbrance to development, and the 7m ‘stormwater management’ reserve should 
be categorised as ‘uncredited open space’ due to it being encumbered land. 

140. I note that the sections of proposed credited open space adjacent to Fogarty Street 
immediately north of Arden Street and alongside Laurens Street immediately south of Arden 
Street are to accommodate genuine open space land alongside those road reserves and 
are therefore suitably categorised as credited open space in my opinion. 

F5. FOGARTY STREET CROSS SECTION (SOUTH OF ARDEN) 

 
Source: Structure Plan, Page 119 (Cross Section #8), cropped by author. 
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F6. QUEENSBERRY STREET CROSS SECTION (WEST OF LAURENS) 

 
Source: Structure Plan, Page 122 (Cross Section #11), cropped by author. 

OTHER INFRASTRUCTURE LIST ISSUES 

141. I have reviewed the infrastructure list overall in order to identify any issues in terms of 
accuracy and completeness. 

142. I note that the following five land projects are identified in the project maps and 
infrastructure tables but not included in the calculation of levies in Table 12 of the Exhibited 
DCP: 

 RD 10L; 
 IN4L; 
 IN8L; 
 IN10L; and 
 IN12L. 

143. If these items are in fact required and do not form part of any other land item in the DCP, 
then the DCP should be updated to include the items. 

5.5. COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE 

144. The Exhibited DCP proposes to fund the construction of three community buildings:  

 A learning and cultural hub (CB-01); 
 An early learning facility (CB-02); and  
 A family and community hub (CB-03). 

145. No land acquisition for these facilities is included in the DCP. 

146. The cost estimates for the community facilities (Turner and Townsend) relate to a 
‘combined option’ which “assumes the facilities will occupy the lowest level floors on a 
multi-storey development with any other floors / space provided by the developer at their 
cost.” (p.4). 

147. Council’s submission is that the PSA provides “no mechanism to ensure the provision of 
floor space for community infrastructure on sites identified for the delivery of community 
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infrastructure. Without this there is a risk that essential community infrastructure cannot 
be secured or will be forced to be acquired at increased cost to government.” 

148. I agree with the submission. 

149. In the absence of land costs in the DCP, Council must rely on either:  

 Developers electing to deliver community infrastructure as works in-kind; or 
 Direct acquisition of a suitable site by Council at Council’s cost. 

150. Although the Exhibited DCP makes provision for works to be provided in-kind to offset the 
payment of monetary development contributions: 

a. Works in-kind cannot be mandatory – developers retain discretion to propose the 
delivery of works in-kind subject to the approval of Council; and 

b. The credit available to developers only covers the construction cost of the space, not 
the (higher) saleable value of the space that has been created. 

151. In my experience, developers will only propose works in-kind where it is likely to advantage 
the development. In my opinion, the provision of a community facility as works in-kind in 
Arden would disadvantage development proponents and therefore is unlikely to occur. 

152. This is because developers will be subject to built form controls relating to building heights, 
setbacks and maximum Floor Area Ratios – therefore, any provision of built space within a 
multi-storey mixed use building for a community facility would reduce the saleable 
floorspace and overall value of a development. In other words, unless there is some form 
of compensation for the loss of saleable floorspace, a developer would forego the revenue 
associated with selling or renting the space that is provided to Council for the community 
facility. Works in-kind credits only compensate for construction costs, not saleable value. 

153. The implication of this is that items CB-01 and CB-03 may not be delivered, or alternatively 
require substantial costs to be borne by Council which could compromise the delivery of 
other Council facilities or services. As a result, the approach to community infrastructure 
funding applied by the Exhibited DCP conflicts with the Structure Plan strategy to “facilitate” 
the delivery of community facilities (p.86). 

154. In my view, the DCP should be amended to incentivise the provision of community 
infrastructure provision as works in-kind. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
155. My conclusions in respect of the proposed Amendment are as follows: 

a. The Development Infrastructure Levy should be set at the full cost apportionment rate 
calculated in the DCP and not be reduced except with the full involvement and 
endorsement of the Development Agency. 

b. Either Melbourne Water or the Department of Transport should be identified as the 
Development Agency for all DCP drainage projects. 

c. The approach to drainage infrastructure funding and delivery should be revisited to 
better reflect the State government’s role as both lead agency and key beneficiary of 
the drainage strategy. 

d. The DCP and the URCRS should be finalised concurrently to avoid any inconsistencies 
or inequities. 

e. Project prioritisation should only occur with the full involvement and endorsement of 
the Development Agency. 

f. Encumbered land should not be credited as open space, whereas proposed open space 
on land that is not subject to encumbrances should be credited. Categorisation of land 
in the proposed Fogarty Street and Queensberry Street reserves should be reviewed to 
align with this principle. 

g. The DCP should be updated to include five land projects identified in my statement 
which are missing from the levy calculation table. 

h. The DCP should be amended to incentivise the provision of community infrastructure 
as works in-kind. 
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DECLARATION 

I have made all the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate and no matters of 
significance which I regard as relevant have to my knowledge been withheld from the Advisory 
Committee. 

 
 

Paul Shipp 

Director, Urban Enterprise Pty Ltd 

BUPD, MCom, RPIA 
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APPENDIX A REQUIREMENTS OF PLANNING PANELS VICTORIA  

NAME 

Paul Shipp, Director, Urban Enterprise Pty Ltd. 

ADDRESS 

Level 1, 302-304 Barkly Street, Brunswick, Vic 3056. 

QUALIFICATIONS 

 Bachelor of Urban Planning and Development, University of Melbourne; 
 Master of Commerce, RMIT University. 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 

 Registered Planner, Planning Institute of Australia; 
 Member, Victorian Planning and Environmental Law Association. 

EXPERIENCE 

I have 16 years experience as a planner and urban economist and specialise in the fields of 
development contributions and urban economics. 

Urban Enterprise has a track record of successfully preparing Development Contributions Plans 
for Councils as well as negotiating development contribution arrangements with Councils on 
behalf of developers. 

I have been involved in the preparation and review of many Development Contributions Plans, 
Infrastructure Contributions Plans and public open space contributions for Councils and 
developers across Melbourne and regional Victoria. 

I regularly appear as an expert witness in respect of development contributions at Planning 
Panel and Advisory Committee hearings. 

AREAS OF EXPERTISE 

Areas of expertise include strategic urban planning, development contributions and urban 
economics. 

EXPERTISE TO PREPARE THIS REPORT 

My experience in urban planning and urban economics over the past 16 years has provided the 
tools to develop a specialisation in development contributions. I have prepared numerous 
Development Contributions Plans and have provided advice to public and private sectors in 
regard to development contributions.  

I am therefore qualified to prepare this report and expert witness statement. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

My instructions are as follows: 

With a focus on the issues associated with development contributions, review the documents in 
the briefing folder, including but not limited to:  

- Draft Amendment C407 planning package as exhibited; 

- Background / technical reports to Draft Amendment C407; 

- Council’s submission of October 2021 and other submissions. 

Provide us with a written preliminary opinion on Draft Amendment C407, including commentary on 
the issued raised in Council’s submission relating to your area of expertise. 

FACTS, MATTERS AND ASSUMPTIONS RELIED UPON 

I have relied on the following for my assessment:  
 Draft Amendment C407melb to the Melbourne Planning Scheme (Draft Amendment 

C407) 
 Arden Structure Plan, VPA, August 2021 (Arden Structure Plan) 
 Arden Background Report, VPA (Background Report) 
 Arden Precinct Draft Development Contributions Plan, VPA, August 20201 (Exhibited 

DCP) 
 Council’s submission to draft Amendment C407 - October 2021 (Council submission) 
 Technical documents supporting the Exhibited DCP: 

 Flood Management Strategy (Engeny – August 2021) (Flood Strategy) 
 Active Transport Investigation (AECOM – August 2020)  
 Transport Capacity Study (GTA – August 2021)  
 Community Infrastructure Needs Assessment (ASR – August 2021)  
 Indicative Cost Plan Report (Turner & Townsend – April 2021)  
 Infrastructure Design & Costing Report (GHD – July 2021)  
 Arden Community Infrastructure Buildings, Indicative Cost Plan Report (Turner & 

Townsend 2021) 
 Arden Transport Precinct – Public Spaces Design and Costing Report (GHD 2021). 

 Documents prepared by Mesh Planning, including:  
 Arden Development Contributions Plan - Peer Review, Mesh, September 2021 

(Mesh Peer Review); and 
 Memorandum from Mesh to VPA, dated 14 September 2021; 

 The VPA Part A Submission and the appended Part A Development Contributions Plan 
(the Part A DCP); 

 DCP Guidelines, Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, 2007; 
 Ministerial Direction on the Preparation and Content of Development Contributions 

Plans (11 October 2016); and 
 Planning and Environment Act 1987. 
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DOCUMENTS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT  

See above. 

IDENTITY OF PERSONS UNDERTAKING THE WORK  

Paul A. Shipp 

SUMMARY OF OPINIONS  

Refer to Section 6: Conclusions. 

  



  

 

 


